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About canyons, lakes and volcanoes

Welcome to our new country magazine edition! This time we present you the “La
Roja” region in Argentina that is still an insider´s tip as well as the two-day tour to
Lago Titicaca with a homestay with a local family on Amantaní Island. In particular,
we are happy to announce that the summit of Cotopaxi volcano was recently
reopened so that it can be climbed again up to its summit! 

Enjoy reading! 

http://www.newsletter-webversion.de/testmail/


La Roja – A hidden beauty between canyons and mountains
  
This July our colegue Fynn traveled to la Roja, a region where international tourism
did not get yet. Therefore it is even more surprisingly that La Roja still is an insider’s
tip, as it shows off with Talampaya Canyon, the Ischigualasto park, more known 
as “valley of the moon” and the icey lagoon “Laguna Brava” on 4000m altitude.
But that's not all: culinary highlights like grilled goat meat or a special olive paste
accompanying local wine is all you need at the evening. 

One of the most special things of the region are the locals who shine with their
serenity and open minded way.  During his trip, a local guide and founder of one of
our partner agencies accompanied Fynn. One of the Highlights was definitely the
trek through the canyons Don Eduaro and Talampaya!

Beginning early morning, the group and the Guide Sergio started the trek through
the dried riverbank of the Don Edurado Canyon. During the hike, they marveled at
the beautiful display of colors that the landscape of Argentina has to offer and not
enough to that, Guanakos (relatives of Lamas), Maras, Suris (american relatives of
ostriches) and condors joined the group.  They even saw fresh spoors of wild Pumas
in the sand!

After lunch, with an amazing panoramic view over the two canyons and the
neighbored mountains “Farmatina” on 6000m height, they went back through the
Talampaya Canyon to reach the starting point. 

Result: this insider tip of Argentina is definitely worth it!



The summit of Cotopaxi - hiking up the highest active volcano
  
Two years the summit of  Ecuadors most famous volcano was closed due to volcanic
activity. But ever since 03.10.2017 authorities officially opened the summit
again. You might imagine the delight of all mountaineers! In order to present the
Cotopaxi climbing program, first  some general hiking information!

Climbing Ecuadors five-thousenders require a good physical shape and
sufficient acclimatization for the high altitude. At least 3 days should be spent
in Quito (2850m) and as well a hike on 4000m should be done to prevent
altitude sickness.
 The climate in den Andes is extremely variable and unpredictable. It can be
very sunny in the morning and raining or even snowing heavily in the
afternoon.
On all mountains, each guide takes a maximum of 2 clients. During the climb
you always have to follow the guide’s orders!
Travel insurance is compulsory for all climbs. It is a must that the insurance
covers personal accidents, medical expenses, cancellation, rescue operations,
registration, etc.

Climbing Cotopaxi is usually organized as a 2-day trip but you can also add an
extra day in order to get a better acclimatization. On the first day, you leave Quito on
the Panamerican Highway to the entrance of Cotopaxi National Park. From here you
´ll continue for another 30km up to the parking lot on 4600m. From here, you start
walking up the volcano for about 50 minutes until you reach the Jose Rivas refuge
on 4800m. In the afternoon, your guide will teach you how to use the equipment in
a climbing practice on the glacier. Later on you’ll have dinner and rest early in
the refuge.

After a short night, you start your ascent to the summit of Cotopaxi at about 1.00am,
when the snow is still hard. The total climbing time to the summit is 6 - 7 hours
until you reach the big round crater, which is on 5897m. YOU MADE IT! At the
summit you can enjoy the breathtaking view over the country before walking back
down to the refuge, which takes about 3 hours. Here you enjoy a well-deserved lunch
before returning to Quito. 



We are happy to announce that this beauty of volcano is open and ready to be
climbed!

Come and join us!

Titicaca Lake – cultural experience

The famous Titicaca Lake is the largest lake in South America and the highest
navigable lake in the world located on the border of Peru and Bolivia on 3812m
altitude. It is also one of the highlights of any Peru travel!

We recommend taking a 2-day trip on the Titicaca Lake, which not only includes
visiting the famous Uros Islands but also Amantaní and Taquile Island. 

The tour begins with a stop by the floating Islands of Uros for a guided
interpretation of the local way of life of the Uro people before navigating to
Amantaní Island which is located 40 Km (25 miles) away from the city of Puno (3
hours of navigation). Because of its more distant location, tourism on the island of
Amantaní has not developed in the same way as on Taquile Island. The main
difference is that home-stays have remained a moreauthentic cultural
experience on Amantaní Island.

A visit to this island necessarily implies to stay one night on the island. The houses
are very simple and services are basic, but with showers and warm water. For many
people this home-stay experience and the encounter with the host family is a
revelation of the reality of Andean people at such altitude.

On the second day, you say goodbye to your host family and navigate to Taquile
Island where you start a soft hike up to the community. You experience a textile
and cultural exhibition and enjoy a delicious lunch in a local restaurant. Afterwards
you return to the main dock and navigate back to Puno. 

We propose this kind of visit to tourists who enjoy travelling in small groups and look
for a more authentic experience. 



New faces at Latventure

Today we want to give a warm welcome to our new Hakuna Matata Lodge
manager María Santamaría who took over lodge charges on September 1st.
María is from Madrid, Spain and has lived in Ecuador for several years working in the
tourism sector. Speaking four languages and with lots of practical experience in
tourism she will enrich our team with new ideas and projects in order to further
develop our lodge and programs. Like this, we will generate a new level of comfort
and new experiences for your clients. Welcome to our team! 

With Nadia Alemán we also have a new management assistant at our office in
Ecuador. She will support Latventure and you with any concerns that you might
have. Welcome to our team! 

We are happy to have such a wonderful and international team! 
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